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Introduction



2012-16 learning our trade

Started with the development of PLAT-O; a mid-water moored platform solution, that was designed to position 

tidal turbines in the optimum position high in the water column, but beneath the waves in exposed sites



2012-16 learning our trade

Realised quickly that anchoring these devices was a challenge that needed to be addressed… 



2012-16 learning our trade

Found a turbine developer that was eager to partner with us, and provide turbines of an appropriate scale



2012-16 learning our trade

So we put it all together and headed out on the water…



2012-16 learning our trade

The anchors were installed…



2012-16 learning our trade

PLAT-O was towed out and made ready to submerge…



2012-16 learning our trade

And PLAT-O calmly slipped below the surface and started generating…



2012-16 learning our trade

So off we went to Scotland, to the famous Falls of Warness at EMEC…



2012-16 learning our trade

And we were very happy to show off our hard work to our new friends in Orkney and visitors alike 



2012-16 learning our trade

And we successfully installed our drilled rock anchors at such an energetic tidal site – a world first!



2012-16 learning our trade

So we were feeling confident that we could work at the site effectively and could deliver our project



2012-16 learning our trade

And then the bus turned up, market support for tidal energy ended in the UK, and it became almost 

impossible to develop demonstration projects which could attract the required private funding.



2017-20 developing a product 

We paused and had a good look at the market beyond our own shores – to South East Asia and Canada



And were very quickly back to work, with the support of Scottish Enterprise and the Waters3 programme, to 

develop a floating platform to provide reliable energy for island and coastal communities.

2017-20 developing a product 



Soon thereafter we were welding steel in Peterhead, north of Aberdeen

2017-20 developing a product



Secured a test site at Connel, on the West Coast of Scotland and installed our second-generation rock anchors

2017-20 developing a product



PLAT-I was installed and operating this time in 2017, and the real testing began in earnest

2017-20 developing a product



It would soon be time for the fledgling platform to head west to seek its fortune…

2017-20 developing a product



Upon arrival in Nova Scotia she was reassembled on the slipway at AFT and after launching, local lobster 

fisherman proudly towed her to her new home in Grand Passage.

2017-20 developing a product



She has now spent more than two years at the site, and has survived hurricanes, blizzards and an impact 

from a vessel that veered off course – and has demonstrated the value of her ease of maintenance 

2017-20 developing a product



Long-term performance and environmental effects monitoring have been performed, alongside the development 

of systems and techniques by the Sustainable Marine team and other researchers from both sides of the Atlantic

2017-20 developing a product



Back in Scotland engineering continued for the next-generation system; designed for the conditions at FORCE

2017-20 developing a product



Alongside new component and sub-system testing in Germany – technology matures and evolves at the 

different rates; our modular systems can take advantage of incremental improvements

2017-20 developing a product



Despite some minor delays due to COVID-19, the PLAT-I 6.40 is almost ready to roll down the slipway 

Next generation PLAT-I for FORCE
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Why Nova Scotia and FORCE?



▪ Provides opportunity to prove and improve the 

technology

▪ also provides a training site for the team; 

building capability to execute,

▪ developing and testing environmental 

monitoring systems and techniques

▪ opportunities for stakeholders to visit the 

platform and learn about the system

Using Grand Passage to de-risk
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Setting up to deliver in Nova Scotia

FORCE

▪ 9MW Pempa’q Project

▪ Phase 1 delivery in 2021
▪ Grid connection 

infrastructure in place

▪ Testing and 

demonstration site
▪ Moderate resource

▪ Sustainable Marine Canada HQ

▪ Logistical hub for NS projects
▪ Outfitting of platform control units



▪ Engineering

▪ Procurement

▪ Construction

▪ Installation

plus

▪ Operations

&

▪ Maintenance

Innovative commercial structure

▪ Design

▪ Build

▪ Operate



▪ It’s not just a linear technology development 

process – we also need to create innovative 

commercial models

▪ As an industry we need to ensure that we 

aren’t just sinking money into moving up the 

TRL ladder only to fall off the top when we 

get there…

➢ What is the commercial proposition?

➢ How do we prove it?

➢ Commercial demonstration vs 

technology demonstration?

Commercial Readiness



▪ Need a market that is large enough, and stable enough to pull investment

o Difficult without any form of market support mechanism

▪ Public underwriting of guarantees;

o Locking up substantial sums of money in reserve accounts to underwrite performance and 

environmental obligations is an extremely inefficient use of expensive capital

▪ Access to bonds or similar that can be used to develop business interruption insurance solutions;

o Will enable access to non-recourse debt and lower financing costs – providing a route to 

lower LCoE!

Support needed for commercial scale up



Thank You


